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CAD-CAM-CAE Example 
 

example title: FEM analysis of engineering part 

example number: ÓE-A16 

example level: basic - medium - advanced 

CAx system: CATIA V5 

Related material part with TÁMOP  CAD, VEM 

Job Description: FEM analysis of engineering part with different  

loads. 

 

1. The task 

 

Make a FEM analysis of an existing engineering part with 400N, 1000N and 2000N loads.  

 

2.  FEM analysis 

 

2.1. Enter Generative Structural Analysis Workbench. 

 

Open the CATPart Document. You can visualize the material properties and its analysis 

characteristics by selecting the material in the specification tree and using Edit > Properties > 

Analysis. Define the View Mode. Select View > Render Style > Customize View. 

The Custom View Modes dialog appears: select the Shading option and then the Material 

option in the Custom View Modes dialog box. 

Select Start > Analysis & Simulation > Generative Structural Analysis. 

The New Analysis Case dialog box appears with Static Analysis as default option. Static 

Analysis means that you require a linear static computation by referencing restraints and 

loads. In this particular case, also keep Static Analysis type selected. Click OK. The 

CATAnalysis document now opens. 
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2.2. Restraint 

 

Click Clamp  in the Restraints toolbar. 

Clamps are restraints applied to surface or curve geometries, for which all points are to be 

blocked in the subsequent analysis. The Clamp dialog box appears. Select the top face of the 

body. 

 

 
 

3.3. Loads 

 

Click Distributed Force  in the Loads toolbar. The Distributed Force dialog box appears. 

Select the  supports on which you want to apply a distributed force. Select both bottom face of 

the body. Enter the 400 N value in the Y field of Force Vector section. 
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2.4. Modify of the Mesh size 

 

Select the mesh part in the specification tree which you want to modify. Click twice on the 

“OCTREE Tetrahedron Mesh.1 : Part1” in the specification tree on the right side of screen.  

The OCTREE Tetrahedron Mesh dialog box appears. 

 

 
 

Change global parameters in the Global tab. Enter 2mm in the Size field. Enter 0,5mm in the 

Absolute sage field. Click OK in the OCTREE Tetrahedron Mesh dialog box. 
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This picture shows the mesh with new parameters.    

 

2.5. Calculation 

 

Click Compute  icon. Computing a mesh will enable the analysis of any object of 

Restraints, Loads and Masses type, without requiring the computation of a solution. The 

Compute dialog box appears. Select All from the list then click OK. Both the Computation 

Status dialog box and the Computing... progress bar appear. The progress bar provides a 

series of status messages (Meshing, Factorization, Solution) that inform you of the degree of 

advancement of the computation process. 

 

3.6 Results Visualization 

 

Click Deformation  in the Image toolbar. The image is also visualized.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

Click Von Mises Stress   in the Image toolbar. The Von Mises stress image is displayed, 

and a Von Mises Stress (nodal value).1 image appears in the specification tree under the 

active static case solution. The Von Mises stress distribution on the part is visualized in Iso-

value mode, along with a colour palette. You can visualize the Von Mises stress image in 

different ways by modifying the custom view modes. To do this, select View > Render Style 

> Customize View. When the mouse cursor is passing over finite elements of the mesh, the 

values of the Von Mises stress are visualized at each of their nodes. 
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Click Displacement  in the Image toolbar. The translational displacement vector 

distribution on the part is visualized in arrow symbol mode, along with a colour palette. 

 

 
 

At any time, you can decide to interrupt the computation process in order to modify 

parameters if you are not satisfied of the current calculation or if you have forgotten 

something.  All the entities that have been already updated hold their update status. 

 

Click twice on the “Distributed Force” in the specification tree on the right side of screen. 

Enter the 100 N value in the Y field of Force Vector section. Click Compute. Select All from 

the list then click OK. Check the Results with Image toolbar. Repeat this procedure with 2000 

N load. 

 


